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WHY BITFINS WAS CREATED  

The NFT space on Cardano ignited an old passion of mine that appreciated art 

on different mediums. I’ve always been an avid fan of unique designs and art 

that inspired concepts that sit outside of the realm of normal.   

Aquariums have always drawn my attention because creatives have found 

ways to arrange plants and decorations in endless amounts of ways, such as 

even to look like floating planets that their fish can swim past. The 

possibilities are endless, especially in a digital space where impossible 

species and decorations can be designed with the only limitation being 

imagination.  

The concept behind BitFins is a platform that would allow for innovation in the 

NFT space that would potentially yield a new way for anybody interested in 

NFT collecting to enjoy their art as an entirely new medium as compared to 

what is currently available. Not only do we want to provide an interactive art 

display, but we want to foster an environment where everyone’s collections 

could be used however they want in a way that gives use to virtually any NFT 

in their possession as the end result.  

I’m excited to present this as a passion project of mine that will have 

continual updates, new content, and hopefully inspiration for the NFT 

community even outside of Cardano as time goes on.  

The decision to build on Cardano as the foundation comes from the community 

that has been built around it, which complements the technology running 

everything on the blockchain in an extremely efficient way.  

Thank you for the support and for checking out the project! 

-Tyler 
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LAUNCH PHASE 
Our initial stage comes with a launch of our very first project NFTs. These will be a 

run of the first aquatic species available in the collection and subsequent mint 

drops of creatures would  be a new series of species each time. The common 

species in every series will never be remade, while the exotic species will have 

random chances to appear in future drops in very small amounts. This balances 

rarity by allowing each creature series release to be unique in its own right.  

FINAL PHASE 
This is the final stage in terms of utility implementation where the entire aquarium 

concept comes into fruition. While this is stated as the final phase we will be 

continuing development for as long as there is interest in the project. Alongside the 

finalizing of the aquarium system going live, we will be introducing consistent drops 

of décor items, limited runs of aquatic creatures that will be unique in each series, 

and more airdrops for long-time holders will be present for those who stay loyal to 

the project. The end stage of aquarium design would allow for additional NFTs in your 

collection to be used for your own unique tank decorations as you wish! 

ROADMAP –  3  MAJOR PHASES  

x 

DECOR DROP PHASE 
Décor Drops will be added in the next phase after our initial creature launch.  

Not only will there be opportunity to mint unique decorations for customizing your 

aquarium environment, but holders of BitFins creature NFTs will be eligible for 

airdrops over time of decorations that are minted. Similar to the unique series of 

creatures that we develop, there will be limited runs of each series of decorations 

for tanks over time that allow for continual modification of the aesthetics of 

aquariums. We  also plan to collaborate with fellow projects interested in having 

their NFTs made into special pieces for decorations and will work with them to 

have more specialized uses inside of aquarium customizations.  



 

     

 

 
  

HOW THE AQ UARIUM WILL WORK 

x WALLET INTEGRATION & ASSET GENERATION 
To scan for the NFTs, it will be an important element to have a form of wallet 

scanning to verify that certain assets are held.  Verification of wallets similar to 

the system implemented by CNFT.IO would provide for one of the simplest ways 

to both confirm and utilize the assets through a customization window inside of 

the aquarium engine. For assets native to the BitFins project (creatures, décor 

drops, etc.) engine assets will have already been generated to complement 

whatever policies and attributes are pulled pertaining to NFTs residing in the 

wallet to give unique animations, interactions, and versatile use in the project. 

For the end stage with assets outside of the BitFins project to have utility, the 

plan would be to implement a system of placeholders inside of the aquarium 

engine that could be filled with media pulled from reference sources (I.E. an IPFS 

source for projects using that).  

As an example, even without native integration Unsig holders would 

hypothetically be able to display their NFTs inside of the aquarium as a poster to 

observe while their fish interact and swim around in the rest of the aquarium. 

This function would provide not only customization that is unique to each 

individual, but also potentially gives a form of utility to projects that weren’t even 

designed to have utility in the first place. The main driver for this aspect of the 

aquarium design was to give further value to the Cardano NFT community 

regardless of what projects holders reside in.   



 

     

 

  HOW THE AQUARIUM WILL WORK  

x AQUARIUM INTERACTIVITY FEATURES 
The current engine the aquarium application will run through is planned to be 

Unity, but could change if a more viable option comes before full development 

ramps up. As previously discussed with wallet integration, the aquarium interface 

would have options allowing for the customization and toggling of what NFTs 

would be displayed inside of the aquarium. All in game assets directly related to 

the BitFins project would be able to be placed freely in a mechanism for plants, 

general décor, and other items on the floor of the aquarium. NFTs to change 

lighting colors, flooring/gravel, and backgrounds would be planted in certain 

locations to keep customization less complicated.  

Graphics will be relatively simple in order to keep the engine as minimally 

intensive as possible to allow for a smaller barrier of entry to those interested in 

BitFins. We want this to be able to be a possible alternative to people who want 

to enjoy a fun aquarium aesthetic without the ability to upkeep live aquatic 

creatures.  

Animations based on temper attributes will bring possibilities of random 

interactions between creatures in the aquarium, such as fighting if a fish that is 

aggressive crosses the path of another aggressive animal.  

We enjoy the concept of Ludo Token as introduced by Adam Dean with the 

CryptoKnitties project and would like to involve that to mint achievement NFTs 

for certain actions such as holding an exotic fish in your wallet at least once, 

designing aquariums of specific species together, etc.  

The achievements would be placeable in a plaque spot that would be changeable 

inside of the aquariums as additional decorations. A system would also be 

developed to take screenshots of the aquariums on command by the user so that 

they can share their own with others in the community! 



 

     

 

 COMMUNITY LEADING DEVELOPMENT 
Community providing feedback will be a huge portion of what enhances the 

development of the BitFans aquarium ecosystem. Opinions on drop sizes will be 

taken into account and if there’s a feeling of needing more added to it all in terms 

of common NFTs then a community vote would be held for future releases.  

Alongside voting on the minting process, suggestions will be taken and noted as 

development of the aquariums go on with updates being given for viable 

improvements even after the final phase is developed being designed. Airdrops 

will not be a one-time thing and we will develop ideas for community events 

which allow for either seasonal decorations to drop, certain species holders 

getting increased chances at drops, and more! 

An idea has already been floated for a future burn process where holders can 

burn multiple lower rarity fish to gain a higher rarity species in return in limited 

quantities. To keep the ecosystem from dying out to due certain fish never being 

minted after their initial release, a limit on the burn process would allow for a few 

holders interested to get higher rarity creatures while also not being so open-

ended that more common species would cease to exist.  

Every minting process a few of each species will be kept locked for us in order to 

be used for giveaways, charity auctions, and more as ideas develop down the 

future of BitFins.  

 


